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(R2) 13:50 SEDGEFIELD, 2m 77y 

Brian Ellison Racing Club Novices' Handicap Chase (Class 4) (5YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 21-5722 CASTLETOWN (FR) 13 
gr g Poliglote - Message Personnel

7 11 - 12b Henry Brooke
Miss P Robson

105

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow sash and star on cap
Timeform says: Still a maiden over fences and has long since lacked punch in his finishing
effort so, while his last couple of efforts have seemingly been much improved, he's not all that
solid back in a handicap.  (Forecast 2.75)

Notes: 

2 P-P5677 MRS VONN (IRE) 16 
b m Scorpion - Mrs Ritchie

7 11 - 0 D R Fox
W Coltherd

93

Jockey Colours: Red, large emerald green spots, grey sleeves, red spots, emerald green and red
quartered cap
Timeform says: Pulled up all 3 starts in points and well beaten over hurdles, so needs to up
his game markedly now tackling fences for the first time.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

3 424P05 ELYSIAN PRINCE 4 D 
b g Champs Elysees - Trinkila

8 11 - 0 Colm McCormack
(3)
A B Hamilton

93

Jockey Colours: Grey and red diamonds, grey sleeves
Timeform says: Took a step back in the right direction at Musselburgh recently but he's a
long time without a win and tries chasing quite late in his career, so not an obvious one for all
his mark is a fair one now.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

4 5222-F5 CHAMPION CHASE (FR) 25 
b g Voix Du Nord - Darling Frisco

7 10 - 13p James Best
M R Bosley

92

Jockey Colours: Olive green, light blue sleeves, hooped cap
Timeform says: Consistent over fences in the spring and appears to have been working up
his fitness this term, should be spot on now, so reasonable claims in a race that lacks depth.

 (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

5 7435U3 RINGARINGAROSIE (IRE) 16 
ch m Stowaway - Megan's Magic

6 10 - 9 Callum Bewley
M Todhunter

88

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and black stripes, emerald green sleeves, black spots, black and
emerald green quartered cap
Timeform says: Has fared a bit better as a chaser than hurdler but it remains the case that
she's unlikely to defy her current mark unless she settles much better.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

6 9B4335 TROOBLUE 14 
gr m Great Palm - Touch of Ivory

7 10 - 9 Danny Cook
Mrs S J Smith

88

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, large pink spots, pink cap
Timeform says: Fair maiden over hurdles but unable to get close to that level over fences so
far, albeit shaping a bit better than the bare result at Catterick a fortnight ago.  (Forecast
7.00)

Notes: 

7 04U-267 NEWQUAY CARDS (IRE) 52 
gr g Tikkanen - Sanadja

7 10 - 1t Adam Wedge
Evan Williams

80

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, light green sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Is just a poor maiden hurdler who hasn't really been seeing his races out but
he's on an appealing mark and does have the physique for chasing, so not a forlorn hope.

 (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 
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8 42686P COURT PAINTER (IRE) 22 
b g Court Cave - Comings

9 10 - 0p Mr C J Todd (7)
V Thompson

79

Jockey Colours: Red, yellow sash, hooped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Long-standing maiden who makes little appeal from out of the weights.

 (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 

9 P-
096PP

SCORPO (IRE) 22 
b g Scorpion - Maltesse

8 10 - 0 Mr P Armson (7)
V Thompson

79

Jockey Colours: RED, YELLOW sash, hooped sleeves, LIGHT GREEN and DARK GREEN quartered
cap
Timeform says: Maiden pointer who has largely struggled over fences.  (Forecast
151.00)

Notes: 

Long Handicap: Court Painter 9 - 7, Scorpo 9 - 1

TIMEFORM VIEW: CHAMPION CHASE isn't streets ahead of his mark but he's consistent in the
main and should be straight for this third outing of the campaign, so he gets the vote to overcome the
seemingly well-in Castletown, who often come unstuck in a battle. An improved showing from
Newquay Cards isn't out of the question trying fences for the first time.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: CHAMPION CHASE (4) 
2: CASTLETOWN (1) 
3: NEWQUAY CARDS (7)


